
Re-Activate your Full Human Potential 
'RE' words that RE-store

YOUR LIFE FORCE

LEARN, Un-learn and RE-learn:  RE-Alvin toffler said 'Intelligence in the future will
not be measured by the ability to read and write - it will be measured by the ability
to learn, un-learn and RE-learn.

www.amandagore.com

L LAUGH lots - especially at themselves RE-store humor

LISTEN for the feelings behind the words - RE-ally listen

I Re-IGNITE your passion for living; Re-INSPIRE yourself with nature and creativity
and play; Re-INVENT yourself - the way you really want to be!

F
E

Re-FRAME how you see the world; change your perceptions, stories and
consequently your FEELINGS; Re-member the FIELD - you are never separate and
influence everything 

Re-EXAMINE your values and what really matters to you; and who really matters
to you; who lifts you up; who and how do you love?



Re-Activate your Full Human Potential 
'RE' words that RE-store

YOUR LIFE FORCE
Re-FOCUS on gratitude; it changes everything; consciously choose to find gratitude
in all that happens; FOCUS on the monotonous goodness that surrounds you and is
inside you every second of every day
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Have REVERENCE for yourself and others; say Namaste; honour others and
consciously choose to restore your childlike awe and wonder and reverence - for
everything!R

C Re-CONNECT heart to heart; with others and yourself; Re-CALIBRATE all your
relationships - with yourself, your loved ones, your colleagues, your family and
friends. What fears and stories and beliefs separate you and what do you choose
to focus on?

Re-ENERGISE yourself daily - how will you do it? what will you do? with whom?
And when? You can't give from an empty tank. Put your 'oxygen mask' on first!E

Re-OPEN your heart and connect with love to others; work ON your life and
business not just in it; Re-connect with your JOY BUDDY - they are your resilience
buddy


